
informalion to rectify the initial contour, then the initial
contou{ is embedded into a higher dimensional func'tion, i-e-

l,evel Set firnction and evolvd toward the tongue body-

The experirnent results dernonstrated that the geornetric

model can ftod the saltarorial points and correct ther4 and

recti$ the contour such that the converged botmdary

excludes the lower lip well-
In our futurc worlg we will concentrate cn separating

tongue coating and tongue quality, doing quantitative
malysis of the colors and texhrre of the tongue, the

thickness of its coaling ad the crcks of the tongue- Finally,
we will build a physical examination system according to
features oflhe tongue and the relations betweetr the feahres
aad the diseases based on TCM principle-
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ABSTRACT
Ardism is characterized tr a sp€€trum of
neurodweloprnent irryairments in momuicative, social
behavioural, and sensory motor skills, hlblic concerns

about autism have grown in recent years due to the
prevalence of its diagnosis in I out of 150 yo:mg childrm.
Though many resarch€s have been carried out to analpe
autistic patiens' EEG behrkru, an effective
physiological diagnosis for autism does not €xist and
researchers haven't formd a distinguishing pattern to
classi! autistic and nomutistic zubjects. This
prefiminary sfudy analyses the EEG data to compae
pattms of speech and non- speech sormd discrimination
between 8 don-autistic and 4 altistic teenagen.
An Anificial Neural Networks (ANNs) based classifier
has ba implerrented to daemine whether EEG data

reflects differences from the two typ€s ofresponses-

T(EYWORI}S
Autism, MMN, artificial intelligence, clusificatiorg md
neural networks

tr.In*sduction

l-l Autism
The cause of the social interaction impairments that
mivers-ally inflict children vith autism still continues !o
elude troth scientists aad clinicians [l]. AuGm ftlls
under the larger category of autism spectrum disorders
(ASD) that ctraracterizes a diagnosed individual with a
unique range of developrental impairmena in
communicative, social behavioral, and sensory motor
skills {21- The diagnosis of adistic individuals ranges
from lower-firnc1ioning infantile autism to a higher-
firnctioning case like Asperger syndrome, depmding on
the ccmbination ad severity of an individual's
impairrents- Higher-firnctioning autistic individuals may
possess superior language skills and mental caprcity, but
they often lack the social behavioral sklls needed to
respond 4propriately to verbal and visual cues during
social interactioa However, previous shrdies have shom
thx artistic childm respond more readily to non-speec\
musical [3] and oon-social sounds [4]- Ceponienc et al- [51
has discovered tiar higher-firnctioning autistic children
discriminale non-sptrch tonal chagcs much b€tter &an
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other han4 NiilEiinen [8] has in*oduced the method of
amlyang sormd discrimimtioD responses with mis6ag6tr
negativity (MMN) data &om elecrromcephalogram (EEG)
testing that elicits data from subjrcts in their comcious
state. MMN depicts the evoked porentials that are elicited
by a subject's involuntary nemlogical response to
discriminating the rncidence of deviant sormds that
intempt a repetitive onset of standard sounds stimuli
Because eliciting MMN drta does not require subjects to
pay auention or perforrn specific tasks, the MMN method
allows researchers to effectively 6ltain data from autistic
childrm who rnay bave short attention spans and
difficnlty in following directions-

13 Responses to Social versus Non-Social Speech
Sounds

Although rnany MMN studies have yielded conclusive
results for auditory sound discrimination in aufistic
children [5, 9, 10, llJ, these previous studies have not
specifically compared the subjecrs' responses to both
social and non-social speech mrmd stimli Lcpisl et at-
[9] comparqt the discrimimtion of spech and non-
speech sounds in children with auGm using MMN, but it
focuses on pitch changes wirhin eacft tpe of so1;ad
stimuli in order to also natyre for sormd enctding aud
attentiveness- The study concluded that children with and
without utism responded similarly to the pitch changes
of social spmh vowel sorrnrls and their noc-speech
compon€nts5 ex€ept that children with autism had a
shoder MMN latcncy responre to th€ non-social sp€ech
sounds- These results prompt us to deterrnioe whether or
not removing the pitch ch"nges in the sound stimuli
would prcvide mre conclmive analysis about how each
subjmt group discriminates smial and no*social speech
sounds, since the pitch chaages are m€ant to ,nalfe
att€ntiveoess- Ferri er c/. [10] studied the MMN
r€sponses of lower-functioning autistic chil&en with
autism, but wleths their shrdy's sound stimuli involved
scial or non social somds rcmain mcla" Kuhl er aL
[Il] compared responses to speech and non-speech
sounds in the auditory preference portion of their
€xperim€nt, but nof in the event-related potential test
portim &at would provide sormd discriminatioo rcsults-
Dawson e/ a/- [2] have compaed responses Go so€ial and
non-smial stimuli ammg childrea with "nd without
auti$n, except thar the sardy involved visual stimuli
instead of mmd stimuli. Thelr snrdy concluded tkt
childrs wit! autism Failed to attend to both types of
stimuli to a higfier degree than thc other groups of
children- More importantly, it also fouad ihar ciildren
with autism failed to attefld to social visual stimuli even
rnore prcmirently than i66-56r6i21 visual stimuli tnstead
of using visual stimuli, this present study aims to comp:re
the elicited MMN responses to spach and non-,speech
mund srimuli in both autistic and aon-autistic adolescents
using speech and non-speech sornds_

l.{ Neural Networks in Classifyiag Autism

Once the MMN data is otrtaind an artificial neural
network (ANt9 will tre used to develop a classification
algorirhrn thar can potentially clmsiff random individuals
as either autistic or non-autistic, based on tlreir somd
discrimination of social and non-social speech sounds. A
few precedent shrdies have involved using ANNs to either
classi$ or examine the aJtention deficits of childr€tr wirh
autism- Cohen [l]l introduced the use of an ANN to
classify childrea with autism and mental retardation- His
melhod involved surveying the caretakers ofthe childra
diagnosed with autism and rnental retardation in order to
mllect saled rsponrs on a fft of cbosen classification
criteria- Subsequent shrdies involving ANNs to anallze
children wrth autism bave involved the us of self-
organization maps (SOMs) to classiS/ responses to
different stimuli [ld l5l. Ahhough SOMs rnay he
effective in showing the spatial relationships of its data
inputs, this method does not provide a means of
clasification, Thx, this premt stud;r aim* to 3pp1" "similar ANN classification method blt foss on
evaluating sormd discrimination response .l'ca obtain€d
directly from autistic and non-autistic sutrjects. More
specifically, th€ ANN dala inpuls will involve the us of
statistial featrres that characterire the entire set of EEG
data obtained &0m the expenmenl

15 Summary
Using a statistiml analysis of EEG data thd depicts wial
and non-social sperch sound discrimination in autistic and
non-autistic children, this study aim to develop an ANN
to claisify autism in children betwm the ages of I l-l7
years old- This proposed classificarion systan makes a
few mjor assumptions- Firs! it assurnes that distinct
sound discrimination rsponse pattems exist between
autistic and non-autistic individuals. Secondly, it
pr€sumes that a larger population of autistic adolments
will exhibit the sare soud disriminatim chmteristis
as the sample of autistic subjecrc involved in this study,
and vice versa for the sample of non-autistic childrcn-
I-astly, it trs€rts thal utilizing the entire set of EEG riata
obtain€d in rmponse to speech aad non-sperch stimuh
will be m effective as extr"cting only the relewnt MMN
amplitude and larency data In light of these assumptions,
the importance of distinguishing $rch pafierns from the
mund discrimination data lies in its potential to diagnose
autism c early d iafancy so that algorithms can be
developed to help diagnose autisn Ultirnate!, this
would allow arlia intwentions for autistic children in
the areas of communicative and social behavioral
impaiments.

2. Problem Statement
Is it possible to detst autism in childrsr based on
auditory ERP tests? To provide an mswer, one must fist
respond to tle fiollowing questions:

l) Which indicators could distinguish pattems in the
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EEG associable with each of the two categoric
(autistic/non autistic child)?

2) How to deal with large daasa for the mlysis?
3) How can th€ data be compressed without losing

valued infonnation?
4) Can an accurate classifier be foud to discriminate

EEG of autistic from non-autistic behavior?
The EEG data ofeach subject contaiDs more than l00O
ERP events properly labeled across the file. Six electrodes
(C3, C4, Ca F3, F4, and Fz) re considered for each
subject file. The resulting data s€ts are so large that &is
can aot be dirrcdy used without pre-procssing- Not
every point of the data caa be used individually to train a
classifier. Thus feature extraction is perfomed 6o simplily
the set without sacrificing critiel inforuralion.

After data set reductioo, an Artificial Neural Network is
daiped to g€nerate a classifrer based on these statistical
features. Testing results arc collrcted and a performaoce
analysis is performed to evahnte the merit of this ANN-
based approach.

3. Methods
3-l- Data Collection

3.1-1. Participants

ln this study, 12 subjects were considered. These
considsed 4 Autistic ieenagers are from mid-firnctioning
to high-functioning, who were rmedical€4 md had no
EEG, MRI, or chmmosornal abnomalities; and 8 oon-
autistic teenagers (psychological and experimental) as lhe
conhol group- All srbjects ir both groups were mainly
English speakers wi{h nonnal heuing- All the tsts were
mnducted at the Miami Children's Hospital Brain
Institute-

3.1.2. Stimuli and Experimental Design

The stimuli used were tbe vowels "1a", md'bla" md their
non-spreech counterparts- The vocal Fact models were
extr-acted of the vowels *ld' and "bla" produced by a
female speaker- In each siimulus bloch the freqrenq
'standard' stimulus 'la" and the in&equent, "deviaot"
stimuli "bla" were presetrted in random order- The stimuli
were presented sterophonically via loudspeakers- The
sarne procedure is applied with nespeech sound- During
the experim€nt, subj€ts were instructed fo sit still, wtch
silent cartoons on a laptop mnitor to achieve srable
vigilance, and pay no attention to the sounds- The
duratioo of the experirnenl was approximatety 1,5 hours
with 2 sections: strmulus lwhae the speech sound
denoted as STI md stimulus 2, tle non-sperch sound
which is denoted as ST2- In all experiments, the stimulus
deLivery was controlled by the PC$ased NeuroStim
prograrn kom NeuroScan [nc-

3.1-3. EEG-Rcording and Averaging

The EEG (amplified by SpAnrps, band pms O.l5-50 Hz,
sampling rate OF 25O Hzt wm rcorded using
silver/silver--chloride electrodes at Fl, Cl. (eft
hmisphere), Fz Cz. (midtine), aod F4, C4 (rigbt

hemisphere), according &
and vstical aod hori:
monitor€d by recording
electrodes placed below
right eye- Duing the ex
wm attrched to the nme-

EEG epocbs of ll00 r
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points are obtained in ea,

exceeding lM pv m at
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3J. Feature Frtrrction
Feature extraction was de
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Kurtosis: It is a measure ofthe "peakedness" ofa
histogran:

t t2
u=,t6, ;Il iG, ;f I , (5)

,-t [,-l l
Spectruru Powen It is mrnpured as the avmge sqwe of
the Fouier Transform F:

tV
5p .1 in21.i (6)

n w_l

where F2(w) is the magaitude of the Foruier sp€ctnm

for a specific frequency w-

33- Classifi er Implementation

33-1. Training Set Prepantion

After avmging the 6 channel EEG signals of ach
sutrjct, a mm avenge file wa oearcd from which the
mean, peak, standard deviation, skewness, kurtosis md
spectral power values were computed under stimuli STI
asd ST2. Thus, the training set consists of 12 dimemional
pattems rccording to the ext'acted features as shom on
table I, where each pa6em rep{esents a different zutlject
Target values were set to I or-l so as to r€present iltistic
and non autistic children, respecrively.
The fearues and terms are denoted as follows:

r STr: Stimulus I which is spech souds
. ST2: Stimulus 2 which is non-speech sormds
. Mr: MaaundustimulusSTl
o Mz: Mean mder stimuftx ST2
r Hr: Peak unda stimulus ST1
r Hz: Peak mder stimulus ST2
. STDI: Statrdard Deviation under stimulus STl
. STDz: Standard Deviatim under stimulus ST2
r Sr: Skewres mder stimulus STt
. Sr: Skeq.nessrrnrlerstimulusST2
. Kt: Kudosis under stimulus ST1
. K2: Kurtosis uder stimulu ST2
. Pr: SpectralpowerunderstrmulusSTl
o P:: Specrral power rmder stimulm ST2
. Class -l: Negative detectioq noo-autistic subject
o Class l: Podtive detectio4 utistic subject

T.He 21 Tmidtrg st @tinsed with th€ lzst 6 fe.ltc and hget (S

33.2. Dataset Partitioning and Training StrategSt

Due to the fimited numtrers of subjecs used in this study,
special attention had to be given on to how to exploit rhe
data during q3ining and still obrqin a s.lassifier abl€ to
generalize well To thar end, 50plo of the set was reserved
fo,r tm;ning and rhe remaining 5tr/o for testing- Training
wro perforred with crosmlidation, e-g-, a portim of the
50 % used in training is actually used for training whereas
a smll po{tion ef rhis JQ Vo ts at times us€d to
crossvalidate the classifier and to early stop the iteratiom
(see Fig- l). Crossvalidation is a general strategl used to
avoid memoriation md increase the generalization
ability of the classifiers. The disribution of pacems
dunng training is shown in Table 3.

Figure l: Daa partriori{g fu cluifia gamtim

T.ble 3: Pafl(ru a dsiribured drfing tailiog

333. Classifi er Generation

33J-1. Network Daign aa{ 11"1o1o*

A mmber of paradigrns can be used as classifrers for
pattem recognition, zuch as Support Vector Machines,
ANN, Fuzy lngic classifiers, to narre a few. For this
strdy, ANNs were chosen due to the applicability of
neural str.rdio, a pLatfom that was developed in the CATE
center of FIU (Center of Advanced Technology and
Educarion of Florida International Universityi
Based on the data used, the following ANNs architechne
as illustrared in Figure 2 was developed to optimize the
classi fi cation process-

i4)
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Figure 2: Poposed ANN aofiSwtion rcbitffie

This architechre is a feedforuard multilaya neml
network [6] consisting of an input layer; a hidden layer
and ao ouFut u.it which will provide the classification
value {see Figrne 3)- The paraeet€s itr th€ taining tables
were ued in confrguring the ANNs achitctue- The
pmposed configuration 12 -X -l mans the network will
have 12 input neuons, a variable number of nwons in
the hidden layer, and one ouput neuon- The arnount of
hidden uits was varied in this study in an effort to find a

simple configumtion thar would mioimize the
classification errors- Furtfiennore, mput units were
assigned zero bias add a lirm tmmfer function was usd
whereas hidden mits dnd ouqut mit ued a sigrnoid
transfer fimction-
The network was haired with the backpropagation
algorithm [7].
3JJ.2. AIrIN Implenentation of NeuralStudin

For implementation, Neural Studio softwue [8] wx
used a ccmputer program developed at the cent€r for
advanced technology (CATE) from Florida International
Univenity (FILI)- NeuralStudio is a powrful and state-of-
the ad tml for conducting resch on ANN's- lt offm
moduls for the analysis of the most popula ANN's r
well as assistive tools for database analysis, including a
wide range of configunble visual ouputs md the ability
to stcp the calculalions for ternporal results visualization-

4. Results

The classifier was trained for two different ANN
configurarions, narnely l2-24-l and 12-12-1. The first
configuration was a! asempt to follow the nrle of thumb
that prcposes twice as my hidden units as there are
input rmits- Given the relative large aumber of hidden
uni* (12) another venicn with fewer units was tried-
Optimum weighrs are not shoun in this paper for sprce
considerations, but they can be €sily re<realed
Perforrmnce evaluation ofthe classifier was conducted by
a difiereatial investigation based on Rrceiver Opmting
Chamctaistics {ROC) "nalysis I I 6]-
An ROC malysis is started with a confixion matrix which
contains information about actul md predicred
classifications done by a classification system- The

following table shows the t
for a two class classifier-
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5. Discussion and Conclusion
The results of this study indicate distinctive patterns of
speech and non-speech sound discrimination mong
autistic subjects with varying moderate to high-
functioning communicative abilities and non-autistic
subjects. As it can be seen from the results, using
Artificial Neual Network as a method to discriminate
autistic subject from non-autistic subject according to
their EEG response to speech and Non-speech stimulus is
feasible. These results would be statistically meaningfirl if
more subjects were included.

This study is a pilot project trying to find a novel way to
classi$ autism. Given the fact that MMN and P3a are two
important features of Autistic ERP, it is expected that
their inclusion into future studies would improve the
classifi cation accuracy.

The present results show that autistic teenagers do have
different EEG response to speech and non-speech sorurds
from the non-autistic teenagers, not just presented in
MMN and P34 but also ttrrough the statistic features used
in this ANNs approach.

The results also show that more hidden neurons (24)
increase the accuracy, but at the expense of additional
processing time for the ANNS to converge.

ln these preliminary results, only a small number of
subjects were available for this study, the conirsion
matrixe$ reveal excellent classification results. The merit
cf the parameters used (mean, standard deviation ...)
would ofcourse be better assessed once more subjects are
rocruited into this study.
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CAN EEG PROCESSING REVEAL SEIZUR
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ABSTRACT
Epilepsy is characterized by an unexpected and frequent
malfunction of the brain. Electrical activity in the bmin
has been studied for years in an attempt to predict
seizures- This paper processes raw intracranial EEG
recordings from different subjects in the time prior to
seirue.
A set of indicators is extracted from non-overlapping
scrolling windows of I sec duration. The objective was to
identifu patterns that reveal that a seizure is developing
before it occurs.
While the exhaustive analysis did not detect pattems
appropriate to predict a seizure, some indicators were
observed to behave in time more similar independent of
the subject. Similar time evolution was found for the
activity and the power of the alpha and delta bands. It is
also shown that the behavior of the correlation integral is
somehow similar minutes before the seizure.

KEYWORDS
EEG. Epilepsy. Seizure prediction.

L. Introduction

The National Institute of Neurological Disorders and
Stroke estimates that more than 2 million people in the
United States have experienced an unprovoked seizure or
been diagnosed with epilepsy. For about 80 percent of
those diagnosed with epilepsy, seizures can be controlled
with some medicines.

EEG has been studied for years in an attempt to predict
seizures. Anything that disturbs the normal pattern of
neuron activity can lead to seizures.

In the area of epilepsy, where the most irnportant goal is
to predict seizures, different measures have been used for
years, without much success to produce reliable,
prospective seizure prediction [, 2]. This outcome is
quite understandable given the challenge imposed by such
a critical research endeavor. ln the context ofthis study,
many ofthe methods cunently available in the specialized
literature have been tested yielding contradictory results.
ln an effort to compile all methods and conduct a detailed
investigation on EEG data towards seizure prediction, this
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mmMdwx{D) =tA a/ar Al, f,o

=ot f,n
=0 (ll)

We ae interated in the limiting ue

"ltjr_(ol.maFp(ni 
- om"-*u(n)) =0 (12')

Fof a system lhat has a very large nmber of photoN, the qwilm
oocunrla:tor behaves like the classical ommator, d*mstrxing
tld 6le limiting re of QED is Mawell's equarion [n msr
applications tle nmber of @tom *tually is quite large ed s
*E systsn bebava clasically- Bd the qmtlrn natre of the
photon is alm1n prwr4 md is evm evidenl itr Htaitr

system (like tbe phrralatric effeo), utrre
Maxwell's eqrntioas canmt begin to explan trc plrmmn
Hour lrge is lage fo the nurbq o{ pholom? ln the visible
spectnm, rtd light hc a wavelmgth L of mughly

L - 6xt0 7m

The energy t (injurles |) of a singlc -rcd photou is

e=rf-lxro-rejL
Using a ligh mre with porer of I wan ( I l/w), t he omber n of
pholos ffiiEed per wd is l/C, or abqri 3xlOlE. So em in a

dimly lit sqe, we e)ryecl a mvati,onal {clcsical) mders k,
pmdrre rolrate That ffi ff rc s[[)ris; drc poist herc is thar
we m quati$ wlry ctxiql ilnmination is good mg[
In orda forlhe qwum field prcpatia of photom ia a mdsed
s€re to makc a dffrence, we mut mider a silrutim wt@
there is ody a snnll mba of pbotm. This m ow if tbe time
intend for dr ligbt to be oll€.ted must be vry srnll; u thc ligtl
src is vsy dim; or tlp illtminated rcllre is va;r large so the
phdm deNity is low; or tlE resder€d volm is a vay snnll
sutrset of tfre totd space, ontainiug ooly a fw Imlized photus;
m the welength of tlE hgfit is very short but @ergetic (strici
ro rcndeiq a sm illwinated by gma rays)-.

5. Conclusion
We waized the esntials of qmtwelectrcdt.rrmic (QED)
that rc needed to relate it to clcsial elecrrodlmmics- tn brief,
fhe photon sarcs fm a Fck {rce md rercprcrented by lfuffi
ombinations of kets and ae acted m by a quaatqm field opemtor
A defined via tle least adion togeth€r wi& a wnmtats dation-
Wb€n the nmba of photom is large, the efiect of tlre quauum
c{tmmutattr is regligibfe, ud it mymFoically appmcbes the
classical oimutator for ltE vecl,G potential A It is in thi{ sN
that QED apprDachs clmiql €l€trodyomics m grreoted ir
Mmell'sequtiom.
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